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a b s t r a c t

Short-term hydrothermal scheduling (SHS) is a complicated nonlinear optimization problem with a set of
constraints, which plays an important role in power system operations. In this paper, we propose to use
an adaptive chaotic artificial bee colony (ACABC) algorithm to solve the SHS problem. In the proposed
method, chaotic search is applied to help the artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm to escape from a local
optimum effectively. Furthermore, an adaptive coordinating mechanism of modification rate in employed
bee phase is introduced to increase the ability of the algorithm to avoid premature convergence. More-
over, a new constraint handling method is combined with the ABC algorithm in order to solve the equal-
ity coupling constraints. We used a hydrothermal test system to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method. The numerical results obtained by ACABC are compared with those obtained by the
adaptive ABC algorithm (AABC), the chaotic ABC algorithm (CABC) and other methods mentioned in lit-
erature. The simulation results indicate that the proposed method outperforms those established optimi-
zation algorithms.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A hydropower system is aimed to convert the gravitational po-
tential of water into electrical energy through impoundment and
power generation. Because of the cleaning characteristic and regu-
lation ability of peak load, hydropower becomes an important
power source of the electricity grid system. The main purpose of
optimization of multi-reservoir operation combined with thermal
generation scheduling is to explore the potential of multi-reservoir
systems and reduce the fuel cost of the hydrothermal system, espe-
cially in developing countries. The goal of short-term hydrothermal
scheduling (SHS) is to utilize the reservoir storage effectively to re-
duce the fuel cost of the thermal units of hydrothermal systems in
a short scheduling period. Thus, SHS plays an important role in the
economic operation of power systems. SHS focuses on minimizing
the fuel cost of hydrothermal systems through determining the
water releases of these reservoirs and power generation of thermal
units in each scheduling interval, while considering the various
equality and inequality constraints such as load demand, reservoir
storage, and water discharge constraint simultaneously. SHS is a
constrained optimization problem with the characteristics of dy-
namic, non-convex, nonlinear, and high dimensional, which make

finding the optimal solution a challenge. The main difficulty of
SHS comes from the constraint coupling. The power generation
in the current period is determined by the previous scheduling re-
sult because of the water balance constraint. When the water dis-
charges changes, the reservoir storages need to be calculated again
to satisfy the constraint. It establishes a relationship between the
reservoir storage limits, and water discharges constraints in SHS
problems. That makes it much more complicated because of the
water balance connection.

Optimization of SHS is an important area attracted extensive
research over the years. Many methods have been developed to
resolve SHS, including linear programming (LP) [1], nonlinear pro-
gramming (NLP) [2], dynamic programming (DP) [3–5], Lagrange
relaxation (LR) [6] and modern heuristic algorithms such as artifi-
cial neutral network (ANN) [7,8], genetic algorithm (GA) [9], simu-
lated annealing (SA) [10], ant colony optimization (ACO) [11],
differential evolution (DE) [12,13], and particle swarm optimiza-
tion (PSO) [14]. Labadie [15] presented a state-of-the-art review
of multi-reservoir systems and methods used to solving this prob-
lem. These methods have some drawbacks in various aspects. Lin-
earization of the objective function and constraint condition of LP
led to inaccuracy of modeling. In NLP, the objective function must
be continuously differentiable. The Lagrange multipliers updating
strategy affect the effectiveness of LR and the initial estimates of
solution affect the algorithm performance. The node number of
ANN depends on the subjective choice, and the parameters of
ANN are improper for different boundary conditions; DP suffered
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from the famous ‘‘curse of dimensionality’’, which makes the
amount of computations heavy with the dimension increasing.
The solutions of modern heuristic algorithm such as GA, SA, ACO,
DE, and PSO are easy to be trapped in a local optimum and then
premature convergence happened. For these reasons, improving
established optimization techniques and developing new efficient
algorithms to resolve the SHS problem is a significant task to utilize
water resources more effective.

Much research was carried out to overcome these drawbacks of
established algorithms and improve the effectiveness to resolve
SHS in power systems. Wavelet transfer was combined with ANN
to improve the ability of the algorithm in [16]. The real coding
technique was applied in order to improve searching ability of
GA in [17]. Parallel computation was adopted to improve the PSO
algorithm in [18]. The proposed method provided a better schedul-
ing result compare to the existing method. In literature [19], the
chaotic local search technique has been adopted by scholar and ap-
plied in DE to resolve a dynamic economic dispatch problem. Effi-
ciency and the searching ability of DE was enhanced in chaotic
differential evolution algorithm with a better result. In literature
[20], the self-adaptive inertia weight mechanism was combined
with the PSO algorithm to determine the generation schedule of
a cascaded hydro system located at Narmada river in India. Results
demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method. These
modifications have improved various aspects of optimization abil-
ity. However, due to the added parameters, the hybrid algorithms
may become more complicated and unstable.

In recent years, a new optimization technique named artificial
bee colony (ABC) [21,22] algorithm becomes more and more pop-
ular because it performs powerful ability to handle various practi-
cal engineering problems. ABC has a simple structure and good
convergence ability. However, the coordination of control parame-
ters is a challenging and uphill task. On the other hand, similar
with other modern heuristic algorithms, ABC also has the problem
of premature convergence. Therefore, in this paper, we present an
adaptive chaotic artificial bee colony algorithm (ACABC). Control
parameter setting method and chaotic local search are applied to
help the algorithm to escape from local optimal solution. More-
over, original version of ABC did not consider the constrained opti-
mization problem. Hence, we propose a new constraint handling
method with a modified version of ABC to resolve SHS with various
constraints. The results show that the proposed ACABC has better
convergence ability and convergence speed comparing to the exist-
ing methods.

This paper is organized as follows. The objective function and
constraints of an SHS problem are introduced in Section 2. Section
3 is an overview of the original ABC algorithm. Then in Section 4,
the proposed ACABC algorithm is described in detail including
the constraint handling method and chaotic local search mecha-
nism. Section 5 shows the computation results to different algo-
rithms in a well-known hydrothermal test system. At last, the
conclusions and future research are outlined in Section 6.

2. Problem formulation

The objective of an SHS problem is to minimize the fuel cost of
hydrothermal systems in an entire scheduling period by determin-
ing the water releases of each hydropower plant and power gener-
ation of each thermal unit. Simultaneously, a set of various equality
and inequality constraints, including water balance, storage bal-
ance, water discharge, generation limits, load balance and end stor-
age limit must be satisfied. In SHS, initial inflows and load
demands in each period are assumed to be known.

Normally, the objective function and constraint conditions of an
SHS problem are described as follows:

2.1. Objective function

F ¼min
XT

t¼1

XNs

i¼1

ai þ biP
t
si þ ci Pt

si

� �2
; ð1Þ

where Ns is the total number of thermal plants; T is the length
of whole scheduling period; ai, bi, and ci are the power genera-
tion coefficients of thermal plant i; Pt

si is the output of the ith
thermal unit in interval t, respectively. The objective function
is aimed to minimize the sum fuel cost in an entire scheduling
period.

Nevertheless, considering the value point effects of thermal
unit, the formulation of total fuel cost can be modified as below:

F ¼min
XT

t¼1

XNs

i¼1

ai þ biP
t
si þ ci Pt

si

� �2 þ di sin ei Pmin
si � Pt

si

� �h i��� ���n o
;

ð2Þ

where di and ei are the value point effects coefficients of the thermal
unit i; Pmin

si represents the minimal power generation limit of ther-
mal unit i.

2.2. Constraints

The objective function F is subjected to the following equality
and inequality constraints.

2.2.1. Water balance constraint
The water balance constraint represents that the storage change

after a scheduling interval is equal to the external inflow, inflow
from upstream reservoirs and water releases of hydropower plants
in the scheduling interval while considering the time delay. The
equation is expressed as below:

Vtþ1
hj ¼Vt

hjþ It
hj�Q t

hj�St
hjþ

XRuj

l¼1

Q
t�dlj

hl þS
t�dlj

hl

� �
; j2Nh;t2 T; ð3Þ

where Vt
hj is storage of hydropower plant j at the end of the interval

t; It
hj is the external inflow to the jth reservoir in interval t; Q

t�dlj

hl is
the water flow from lth to jth reservoir during the time delay dlj; dlj

is the water transport delay from lth to jth reservoir; St
hj represents

the spillage discharge rate of reservoir j in the schedule interval t;
and Ruj is the set comprising upstream hydropower plants of the
jth reservoir.

2.2.2. Load balance constraint
Considering the power transmission loss, load of power system

have to be satisfied by the power generation. Hence, Load balance
constraint is expressed as follows:

XNs

i¼1

Pt
si þ

XNh

j¼1

Pt
hj � Pt

L ¼ Pt
D; t 2 T; ð4Þ

where Nh is the number of hydropower plant; Pt
D represents the

power demand in the scheduling interval t; Pt
hj is the power gener-

ation of hydropower plant j in schedule interval t. Pt
hj is formulated

as the following equation:

Pt
hj ¼ c1j Vt

hj

� �2
þ c2j Qt

hj

� �2
þ c3jV

t
hjQ

t
hj þ c4jV

t
hj þ c5jQ

t
hj þ c6j;

j 2 Nh; t 2 T; ð5Þ

where Vt
hj and Qt

hj represent the storage and water discharge
amount of hydropower plant j in schedule interval t; c1j, c2j, c3j,
c4j, c5j, and c6j are the power generation coefficients of hydropower
plant j respectively.
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